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SWAN 1st level class hierarchy

- Thing
  - Person
  - PersonName
  - Citation
  - CitationListItem
  - Expression
  - PublicationEnvironment
  - Collection
  - Item
  - DiscourseElement
  - Lse
  - LseRecord
  - Meaning
  - Qualifier
  - Relationship
  - Collection
  - Concept
  - ConceptScheme
  - Agent
  - Document
  - OnlineAccount
  - Project

SWAN 2nd level class hierarchy

currentProject
  depiction
    img
depicts
fundedBy
  interest
  isPrimaryTopicOf
  knows
  logo
  made
  maker
mbox
  mbox_sha1sum
  member
nick
  aimChatID
  icqChatID
  jabberID
  msnChatID
  yahooChatID
page
  homepage
  tipjar
  weblog
pastProject
phone
  primaryTopic
  publications
  schoolHomepage
  thumbnail
  topic
topic_interest
workInfoHomepage
workplaceHomepage